Good design is more
important than ever
before. The public is
more attuned to the
aesthetic world than
ever before.

A New Beginning
The Dwell brand reaches across several businesses: an elegant
print publication, a new digital platform, e-commerce, social
channels and an email newsletter that has over 400,000
subscribers.
Dwell is inspiring the next generation of tech and design-obsessed
consumers to shop for their lives in a whole new way. We take
them from the point of inspiration to the point of purchase.
Express, Live, Learn, Have Fun.
From the start, Dwell defined an audience, a design aesthetic, a
creative movement. Today Dwell brings content, community and
commerce together for a truly integrated consumer experience.

Dwell’s Growing Fan Base
The Dwell brand is growing fast, inspiring and influencing millions.
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Dwell has almost 4 million
obsessed followers.

Highly Engaged Subscribers

Mobile
51% of our audience consumes
Dwell content on mobile

“So Dwell…”
Our Dwell audience is passionate about the brand. They are ever on the hunt for great
design and inspiration. They are the highly coveted influential consumer, and the
ultimate brand influencer.
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Working With Us
Dwell helps brands connect with our engaged and passionate audience and influencers.

Video Production
Engaging branded and native
video content produced by Dwell

Original Photography

Original Editorial

Access to the same photographers responsible
for high-impact imagery found on Dwell.

Dedicated team creating
engaging experiences for your brand

Social Media

Influencer Programs

Shopping Solutions

Fostering inspired conversation is at the
core of what we do.

We are home to some of the web’s most effective
influencers. We produce meaningful content that
we know our audience will love and share

Let us drive measurable results
through unique lead-generation
opportunities.

Welcome to Dwell Solutions
Our creative services team at Dwell Solutions works directly with brands
to build strategic and creative custom content solutions across all
platforms that connect our partners seamlessly into the fabric of our
brand, driving value for our brand partners and loyalty with our fans.

Our videos are mobile-first and platform-first; we have been quick to
innovate and optimize videos for platforms such as YouTube,
Instagram, Facebook, and Snapchat, in addition to creating content
for you. We partner with brands to produce meaningful and
entertaining content that we know our audience will love and share by
the millions.

Check out some of our latest work here:
https://www.dwell.com/@dwellsolutions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FOvrngmCiJo

Native Advertising
Marketers take advantage of the influence and
expertise of the Dwell editorial team, create
content themselves or in conjunction with their
brand influencers, or partner with Dwell to
develop native video.
Native advertising is becoming a highly
effective way to engage our audience. Dwell’s
vertically focused content creators generate
high quality, original text, photography, and
video for brands across all platforms.

Shop on Dwell

Become one of our select partners and your
brand will have the opportunity to reach our
audience of influential shoppers via the web,
mobile, email, social and more.

Check it out: www.dwell.com/shop

Influencer Series
Dwell’s new influencer network is an exclusive collective of high
reach content creators with expertise in everything from design
to lifestyle to architecture. Our influencers have large social
audiences who look to them as trusted authorities for inspiration,
product recommendations, and more. Dwell pairs brands with
influencers who create professional content and reach new
audiences.

70%
of consumers prefer to learn about a
new product through content, such
as an influencer post, than through a
traditional ad.

The Digital Experience
Dwell.com is an inspiring and
interactive community for design
seekers and professionals looking
to actively engage with one
another. Our enthusiastic
community shares and creates
inspirational content, makes
purchasing decisions about the
products they find and loves to
connect with one another to
champion modern design.
We craft integrated programs for
advertisers that drive results!

Curated Kitchen Channel

Kitchen Round-up

The Magazine Experience
Dwell’s inspirational print magazine is published 6 times per year on
high-quality coated paper. Our magazine is authentic and personal.
Dwell is sold at newsstands nationwide. Single copies and
subscriptions are also available through dwell.com.
Median Age: 45
49% Women; 51% Men
40% Trade; 60% Consumer
HHI: $130,000
77% College Graduates
76% Owns A Home

2017 Magazine Schedule
CLOSING
DATE

MATERIALS
DEADLINE

ON-SALE
DATE

JANUARY /
FEBRUARY

Nov 21

Dec 8

Jan 24

MARCH /
APRIL

Jan 24

Feb 7

Mar 21

MAY /
JUNE

Mar 22

Apr 5

May 16

JULY /
AUGUST

May 16

May 31

July 11

SEPTEMBER /
OCTOBER

July 12

July 26

Sept 5

NOVEMBER /
DECEMBER

Sept 13

Sept 27

Nov 7

ISSUE

Sale dates and subscriber receipt dates can vary depending on location and distribution
source. If a product release or sale date is time sensitive, we suggest putting the effective
date in the body copy of your advertisement.

2017 Editorial Departments

Process

Community

Focusing exclusively on items made in America, we’ll provide a step-by-step

Once called Letters to the Editor, this visually rich section is devoted to the

account, documented straight from the manufacturing floor, of how an

discussion our audience is having with us, and with each other, about the

everyday object we often overlook is produced.

issues, stories, and ideas that resonate. Expect snapshots of ideas and thoughts
shared on Instagram, Facebook, dwell.com, and more.
Modern World
Eight pages of design news covering hospitality and restaurants, new products
and furnishings, dynamic profiles, and short stories on Houses We Love.
Renovation
Although many Dwell stories involve renovation, the projects in this

My House
An engaging first-person account of how an exceptional modern house came
together.
Backstory
The setbacks and successes of an arduous but ultimately worthy project that
took years to complete, presented with a timeline of key events.

department will include clear “before and after” photos that will show the

Finishing Touch
The last page of the magazine, often a single image, which is meant as a quiet,

dramatic transformations achieved by architects, designers, and homeowners.

yet powerful, conclusion to the issue.

Prefab

SPECIAL SECTIONS

Dwell has called prefab the “perfect intersection of modern design and

“Young Guns” — September/October

pragmatic environmentalism.” We will continue to champion this

We seek out and celebrate the world’s burgeoning design talent, leading the

ever-evolving approach, reporting on an exciting prefab home in every issue.

industry’s “ones to watch” list in 2017.

Smart
Home automation is constantly updating—we’ll track the latest innovations,
sorting out the fluff from the truly game-changing.

“Made in the USA” — November/December
From small workshops to home studios, Dwell heralds a select group of
American makers.

2017 Magazine Rates
Dwell is published six times per year. Circulation includes both
print and digital editions of the magazine. All rates are gross.

SIZE

1x

3x

6x

12x

18x

Spread

60,000

57,600

54,400

52,000

48,000

Full Page

32,000

31,o00

28,640

27,600

26,640

Half Page

22,240

21,200

20,160

19,040

17,840

Third Page

15,040

14,560

13,920

13,360

12,800

Covers, TOC, and Editor’s Note have 25-40% premiums.
Pricing for special units and programs are available upon request.

Modern Market
Modern Market is a product-packed space providing our partners with
an affordable way to engage with modern design seekers. This print
platform features a Dwell-designed and formatted layout to highlight
partner’s products and services. All rates are net.

SIZE

1x

3x

6x

Medium Vert.

7,250

6,500

5,850

Medium Horiz.

6,850

6,000

5,150

Small

4,750

3,700

2,850

